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TEN  

A SPOOKED MAN

The battered yellow passenger car with the back half cut away into a flatbed was a
permanent fixture in Howard's yard. The thing belonged to Mick. Tall with shaggy blond hair
falling over his shoulder, Mick was one of those hippie types who were forever hanging
around Howard's place, guzzling his booze, smoking his cigarettes and wolfing down his
food. It wasn't at all unusual for any of them to sleep on his couch “just for a week, Church.”
And Tom Crowder, the Houston high rise steel worker who recognized Howard as Colonel
Kurtz and gave me the Apocalypse Now tapes, stayed in Howard's front bedroom for three
whole months. Males, females, felons, druggies, hermaphrodites, or the creature from Alpha
Centaurus, it didn't make any difference to Howard. They were all welcome . . . for a while.
Then he would run them off. Rather, he'd ask me to do it. He didn't have the heart for it.

I did.
“That's all, people. Howard's broke. No more booze. No more cigarettes. No more nothing.

No sense you hanging around. So why don't you . . . why don't all of you clear out. I'm not
joking. Take off. Now.”

All this time Howard would be hiding in the back bedroom, listening. And when “the
eagle flew again” (his payday), they'd be back like roaches scurrying around for crumbs. You
could never eradicate them. They had no pride. None.

Helen, Howard's on-again, off-again woman who lived in a big old mobile home some
forty yards away, told me once, “You're the only one who has ever brought food into
Howard's house, Dick.” She'd stay with Howard for awhile and then go back to her place in a
huff. This went on year after year after year. “Don't think nothing about it,” Howard said the
first time I witnessed one of their petty arguments. “It's just musical chairs.”

“It's not a bad running car, Upchurch,” Mitch said one day. He had dropped by with his
girl friend, Pretty Jan. They lived in in a stone-adobe hovel in the Terlingua Ghostown,
complete with running scorpions and rattlesnakes. Fifty dollars a month.

Pretty Jan smirked, “It's a piece of shit, Upchurch.” She and Howard had an arm wrapped
around each others waist.

“Don't do me any favors, Mick,” Howard cracked, walking around the thing a couple of
times. “Hmmm. I like it.  I'll take it.”
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“The Grapes of Wrath,” I piped up, giving the thing its name on the spot.
“Just needs a little work,” Mick said.  “All you gotta do, Howard, is—”
“WORK! Me?” Howard squealed, pointing a finger at himself. “That's the curse of the

drinking class.” He stared at Mick and then said in his deep command voice, “You fix it. I've
got more important things to do. Like drinking.” He glanced up at the sun and walked into the
house, but not before calling over his shoulder, “And when you finish, I'll inspect it.” Not a
word of protest came out of Mick's mouth.

Pretty Jan had been staring at Mick with her lofty cynicism all this time. And when Mick
turned back to her, she said slowly, spacing each word, “You-are-a-fool.” She lit a joint and
gave it to him. He sucked in a deep lungful of cannabis and held it. Offered the joint to me. I
waved it away.

“Upchurch is a good guy,” Mick said. The way he was looking at me, I knew he wanted to
explain his subservience to Upchurch, which was really embarrassing at times. “I had one
tour of 'Nam. All I ever did was smoke pot,” he raised the joint, “and sit on sandbags in the
rear.  You see the ribbons on Upchurch's uniform?”

“Yeah,” I said.
“I've seen decorations on soldiers before, but I ain't seen half as many as Upchurch has.

Some of them are from foreign countries I ain't even heard of. Hell, he's got boxes of them.”
Mick crawled under the Grapes of Wrath and a few moments later came wiggling back out
holding a greasy gashed wrist.

“Motherfucker!” Mitch cursed under his breath, looking furtively over at Howard's mobile
home. “Last time I ever volunteer for anything.” He grinned up at me sickly and crawled back
under the thing.

Poor ol' Mick spent a week working on the clunker.
Finally the day came when the motor actually ran for ten minutes. Mick switched it off.

“Good enough. Fixed,” he said.
“Hey, Upchurch. I got this motherfucker running!” Mick called over to the house.
 Howard and I came out of the house. “So? You're supposed to,” Howard said. “You want

me to pin a Whoopee button on you? No, Mick, you did a great job. I heard it running.” He
walked over and draped an arm on Mick's shoulder. “And since you did such a grrrreat job,
I've got something else for you.”

Mick rolled his long suffering eyes, spat on the ground, and began mumbling to himself.  
Some refugee from Austin had abandoned two huge stereo speakers at Howard's place and

poor ol' Mick had to mount them on the clunker. One on each side back of the doorless cab.
Finally the Grapes of Wrath was ready. And we took off down the county roads, choking

on exhaust fumes, clouds of dust billowing around us. Howard, clutching a bottle of beer in
one hand, rode shotgun up front in the windowless cab next to Mick, the speakers blaring out
Marty Robbins and Mexican tunes.

“You've got to terrorize the local yokels in style,” Howard shouted over his shoulder to me
in the back.

“Uh-huh,” I shouted back, holding onto a low sideboard with one hand and cradling my
tape recorder with the other. Packed in around me were assorted human beings holding onto
various things for dear life. Mick, eyes gleaming proudly, his long blond hair streaming in the
breeze, would glance back at me every few minutes. Coming up on Highway 170 he swung
left, heading straight for “downtown” Study Butte . . . the anti-megalopolis of Texas.

After that day . . . frustration . . . agony . . . drive a few miles . . . vapor lock . . . lurch
forward a few hundred yards . . . more of the same. All abandoned the Grapes of Wrath
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except Howard and me. Where Howard went I went with the tape recorder. Siamese twins
were  distant cousins compared to us.

“From what you've told me it's a piece of shit. When're you gonna get off this Apocalypse
Now Disneyland crap? You're supposed to be writing my story, asshole. Fuck Colonel
Kurtz!” Howard said, tired of humoring me, his patience at an end. I backed off meekly. We'd
gone through this routine a hundred times before.
 But there were times (depending on his mood) I'd retort, “Research, Howard, research,”
and throw his own words back at him: “Ye shall know the truth and the truth shall set ye
free.” Many years later in a movie I saw that saying inscribed on the marble wall of the CIA
lobby. Huh? So that's where he got it, I thought.

One day about six months into Howard's story, a really strange thing happened. Mick, of
all people, brought it about. We had standing room only around Howard's kitchen table,
which was pretty much the norm. The conversation had gravitated to Apocalypse Now again.
Everyone was caught up in it because of yours truly.

Short butterball Louie, a retired Caterpillar plant worker and one of Howard's neighbors,
was interjecting innocuous dirty jokes into the talk. At the kitchen sink Helen was jabbering
away with nobody paying any attention to her. In all the babble someone piped up, “Why
don't y'all hold it down. Howard and Dick are working.” He pointed to my tape  recorder,
which was buried under all the beer bottles, cans of coke, bags of Fritos chips and
overflowing ashtrays.

“Oh,” Louie said, a puckish grin on his round pink face. “You mean you're taping this,
Dick?” He slapped a hand over his mouth.

“He's supposed to be working,” Howard said sarcastically.
The talk started up again about Apocalypse Now.
“Civilians, how they love fantasy land.” Howard said, sulking. He mouthed a few loud

sighs and withdrew into his beer and cigarettes.
A little later, Mick, who was leaning against the refrigerator, spoke up, “There is this guy

with the same name in Heart of Darkness. Mr. Kurtz. Walter E. Kurtz. Joseph Conrad wrote
the book. I read it in high school when I was sixteen. A fictional story, I think. Yeah, it was.
Anyway, it's all about this white guy in Africa who does all these weird things with the
natives, voodoo rites and things. And the natives worshiped this Mr. Kurtz like a god, just
like Colonel Kurtz in Apocalypse Now.” Mick's voice grew low, conspiratorially low. “Come
to think about it, now that I think about it . . . and now we're really talking weird, Mr. Kurtz
had this magnificent eloquence just like Upchurch.”

Controlling my excitement, I said, “Mick, did you say Walter E. Kurtz? Are you sure?”
“Yeah. Just like Colonel Walter E. Kurtz in the movie.”
I checked Joseph Conrad's book out at the Sul Ross State College in Alpine eighty-five

miles away. Mick was wrong about the “Walter E.” part. The book never called the person
anything but Mr. Kurtz.  I read the slim book twice, taking copious notes. The comparison to
Howard was absolutely stunning, especially the part about Mr. Kurtz's magnificent
eloquence. If any one thing could characterize Howard, it would be his eloquence. Despite
Mr. Kurtz's magnificent eloquence, the book went on, the man could barely write. When I
read that part goosebumps broke out on my arms.

Howard could barely write, too. Writing out bills and doing paperwork, paperwork of any
kind, was too much for him. Eventually Howard would lose his big, handsome mobile home
for that very reason.
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Joseph Conrad is writing these things four decades before Howard is born. Precognition.
A look into the future. How can that possibly be? I thought. It's ridiculous. That I was sure of
until I, myself, once saw several hours into the future! Then I had to reevaluate all my
thinking about the universe. The stark reality is: I don't know doodly squat about this or any
other dimension that may exist out there. Whether you're Einstein or Stephen Hawking, when
you're dealing with infinity all is conjecture. Bolstering the Heisenberg Principle of
Uncertainty, our latest bit of “unknowledge” goes by the prestigious name of quantum
superposition. Time is blurry. All I can really say is that I had another glimpse behind the iron
curtain of reality. And it was exciting. I lived for those moments.

I dug into my growing pile of tapes. Here Howard is talking about getting his “ticket
punched” at “Double Ought Seven Superspook School” in Fort Holabird, Maryland, in 1968,
competing with lawyers who would become regular CIA agents. “Lawyers who flunk the
course become Secret Service agents protecting the president,” he informed me.

“Really, Howard. Huh?”
Howard had already gone through the “toughest intelligence school on earth” at Fort

Bragg,  North Carolina, the home of the Special Forces.
“I only got a six grade education, plus two years of correspondence courses from the

University of Maryland,” he said.  “And out of . . . I don't know what you would call it, uh . . .
Well, I had to get ahead. In order to do it— I can't read and write worth a shit. So everything
that was taught to me I had to commit to memory. So I could repeat it verbatim, exactly by
the book. One, two, three. I had to memorize it, literally memorize it . . . to pass any test I
ever took.”   

A long pause on the tape. The only sound: dishes clattering in the kitchen. Helen at her
endless cleaning.

“People wondered about, you know,” Howard went on, “they marveled at the fact that I
was at the top of my class. And I couldn't even read and write what I was being taught. I
memorized it. So rather than take notes . . .” Howard coughed. “Hah, boy, I had to plant my
brain in the mouth of the instructor. Literally. I became a walking computer out of necessity.”

Fascinating stuff, but far from what I needed. So I devised a plan. The nearest telephone
was at Arturo White's general store by the Ghostown. So I took Howard there. On the phone,
I pretended I was talking to someone.

“Oh, okay. Just a minute.” I gave Howard my notepad and pen and said, “Quick, write this
down for me.” Then I began giving him short, concise sentences . . . very, very slowly.
 It hurt to look. Howard's hand jerked and twitched as he struggled to write down the
sentences. Abruptly, he stopped. Gave the pen and notepad back to me.

“You do it, Dick. You're upsetting my whole day.”
I felt lousy. Really lousy.

 When the time was right (which it never was), I told Howard what I had done. And why.
“So?” His features had taken on a heavy frown. “Dick, I'm not trying to be impolite, but I

don't want to hear it. Drop it. Okay.”
I couldn't. I rushed into him. Hard. Told him about the long string of similarities. “Even

some of the expressions you use are right there in Conrad's book.” Then I got to the part
where Mr. Kurtz was practicing these strange rites with the natives.

Howard's tanned face suddenly took on a ghostlike pallor. He raised one hand sharply and
looked at me darkly, cutting me off with an explosive “No!”

It was the first time I'd ever seen a man get spooked. Really spooked. I knew then and
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there that there were some things about Howard I'd never know. That he'd never divulge to
me.

Previously, Howard had talked about his fling with reincarnation. So that inspired me to
dig it out of the tapes. Write down what he said. Something I rarely ever did. Manana es otra
dia.  Tomorrow is another day.

“I'm a fire-eating atheist right from the go,” Howard is saying on a tape. “But in Southeast
Asia I got caught up in the Buddhist beliefs and reincarnation. I'm sweeping through all these
villages with my Montagnard tribesmen, destroying the ones that are a threat to me. And all
these people are saying the Mongol conqueror has reappeared. Huh? What are they talking
about . . . ? Sonofabitch. They're talking about me! Blue eyes. White skin. Do I look like a
Mongol? Then I got to researching and found out they're talking about Genghis Khan.
Genghis Khan swept through this area in the 13th century. I'm in the 20th. I'm an American.
I'm a Texan. I don't have slant eyes. I got to thinking so much about what would Genghis
Khan do in this or that situation that it impaired my own judgment. I had to shake him off.
Get him out of my head.”

One day I was having a mug of beer at La Kiva, the massive red sandstone bar/restaurant
overlooking Terlingua Creek, when I overheard surveyor Steve Walker telling his friends,
“Now Joseph Conrad's heirs are suing Francis Ford Coppola, the producer of Apocalypse
Now.”

Suddenly everything fell into place. Now I had the whole picture. Producer Coppola had
taken Conrad's Heart Of Darkness and updated it with Howard Upchurch's legendary life.
Over the years I would see articles in magazines—and later on the internet—proclaiming this
or that individual was the real Colonel Kurtz. The world couldn't get enough of the
mysterious figure. They were all whistling in the dark. They weren't in the know.

About eight months into Howard's story, I got copies of the Apocalypse Now audio tapes
from Tom Crowder. After listening to them for no more than a few minutes, Howard, deep
into his whiskey, flew into a towering rage.

“A colonel, for crissakes! No colonel ever ran a mission out of CCC. I know. I was there.”
With the noisy background music of oriental cymbals and bamboo flutes, it was difficult to

follow what Martin Sheen and the others were saying on the tapes. “Dopers music,” Howard
slurred. That, along with his constant outbursts making fun of everything, it was impossible to
hear anything coherently. I was the only one who could handle Howard, and the only way to
handle him now was to just walk away. I left the tapes on his kitchen table and split.

Howard closeted himself in the house for a week studying the tapes. When I returned he
was sober. Helen was with him. The place was quiet, windows and curtains open to the early
spring sunshine. Everything sparkled in the light. What a job Helen had done.

“What do you think, Howard?” I asked. Helen was pressed up against him, half sitting on
his lap and her chair, gripping both his hands in hers.

“Yep,” was all Howard said, his voice world-weary. Dejected, eyes moist.
I never thought I'd see that. Not Howard.
“And?” I prodded.  I knew what he meant but wanted him to elaborate.
“Korea.  Special Forces. My Montagnards. Kontum. South Vietnam. Coming after me . . .

The guy used the right words. He knew what he was talking about. He knew me. Yep.
Somebody stole my story.”

“How about the dates?”
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“The dates were close enough. Yep.”
Helen was staring at him, hurting for him. “Howard,” she squealed in her annoying high-

pitched voice, “they hardly touched on your life in that movie.”
“That's right,” I added quickly. “You don't see Marlon Brando until the very end of the

movie.  And all he does is mumble, 'The horror. The horror.'”
“A colonel, for crissakes,” Howard croaked, and lapsed into silence. Then a bit of fire

came back into his voice. “Someday I'll find out who did this and he'll have to answer to me.”
He fell silent again for a few moments before adding, “They've done it again.”

 He meant Hollywood's propensity for screwing things up. Royally.

 John Wayne had asked the State Department for Special Forces advisers for his movie
The Green Berets. They sent him three of their best teams. Howard's team was one of them.
Screen tests were made to see which team would give a real-life introduction to the movie.
They would stand at parade rest before the small bleachers full of visitors. David Jansen, who
played a war correspondent, was one of the visitors. Then, one by one, they would sound off.

Howard, for example:
“My name is Sergeant Howard C. Upchurch and I'm from Texas. I am trained in

intelligence gathering and psychological warfare and cross-trained in mortars, small arms and
emergency medical techniques. I speak eighteen languages, mostly Asiatic.” And so on to the
next SF.

Howard's team wasn't picked to appear in the movie. But that's beside the point.
Howard confronted John Wayne. “You pulled me out of a perfectly good war to advise

you, John, and now you won't listen to me.” His part was to show them how to make a
“snatch”; capture an enemy high official and bring him back for interrogation. “Your make-
believe soldiers, look at 'em, are wearing itsy bitsy rucksacks with comfy items in them, when
we wore a hundred and twenty pounds of rompin', stompin' hell on our backs. Think about
it.”

“I'm not alone in this, Howard,” John Wayne said defensively. “I've got two financial
backers on this picture I've got to listen to.”

“Fine. You listen to them. But I'm not going to put my name on this picture. What you
don't . . . Okay. Let me explain it to you in simple terms, John. What you don't see is that
sixteen million ex-servicemen are your real audience. That's going to make or break your
picture.”

The four SFs in Howard's group took him aside and tried to talk him out of leaving. “This
is good duty, Upchurch. Man, look around you. Look at the pussy.” Young girls in denim cut-
offs who worked on the set were giving these superbly fit athlete-soldiers the eye, winking
coquettishly at them every chance they got.

“You pussies stay here then,” Howard said contemptuously.
As Howard predicted, John Wayne's The Green Berets bombed at the box office.

Tape 108. Excellent at mark 25 or so. November 1982. Howard is talking about the opening
to More Than A Warrior.

“Howard, Helen and I are at El Charro—and now we're on our way back to his place.
Helen is trying to placate Howard about our story. She's never letting up, not for one second
while he's trying to talk to me. I want to kill her. Messing up my tapes. We've all been
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drinking, me, as usual, half as much as Howard. Which makes me sober and him cockeyed,
pissed-off drunk and loud. Ear-splitting loud! That, and because of the car noise, I know I
won't be able to capture most of the conversation on my recorder.”

Howard's saying: “I couldn't believe.  I—no shit, if, if I was a goddamn Boy Scout with a
two-fingered [unintelligible], I could sit and listen to that bullshit and just get carried away.
But after I heard about one quarter of it [Apocalypse Now], I thought, aw fuck me to tears. I
ain't believing that the United States got so carried away with such a phony piece of shit.
Phony. I— Just goddamn phony. That's why I walked off the screening of the Green Berets.
That was the phoniest piece of shit I ever saw.  And I refused to have anything to do with it.
Goddamn movie studio.

“Okay, I know. They're the ones who got the money. They got the power, and they want a
Walt Disney, Alice in Wonderland goddamn [unintelligible] song and dance of reality into
the [unintelligible] of death. Not one real thing ever comes out of anything the sonsofbitches
touches. If there was a way in hell that you could make a film without any of their expertise, I
would love to goddamn make one real. Every goddamn word, and I'm not talking about a
[unintelligible], I'm talking about the real shit. And let somebody look at something that
actually happened that way. It's impossible, in my way of thinking, it is impossible. And I
refused to join their goddamn Walt Disney world. I will never join the sonsofbitches. No way.
Damn Apocal— Damn a movie studio. Damn the sonsofbitches—”

“Honey,” Helen tried to break in, but Howard kept talking over her.  Her incessant chatter
was like white noise; it filled the world inside my car.

“I'd rather the goddamn story died, buried in the ground, than let a asshole like that
[producer Coppola] get ahold of it and screw the sonofabitch up.”

“They wanted money,” Helen said.
“I don't want money,” Howard said.  “I want the goddamn truth told one time.”
“All right,” Helen said reasonably.
Good luck, I thought. I'd been through a thousand of his tirades. Just sit back and enjoy

this one, I told myself.
“And I don't want nobody up there with a fistful of money screwing up facts. What is the

goddamn truth to make the American people to think we never fucked up.  I— No, no, no, no.
I don't care who it hurts. I don't give a goddamn.  I want the truth known. The truth.”

I said, “A lot of good people died. They should have the truth spoke for them.”
Howard said, “There's never been a tombstone erected for them, okay. That's what it's all

about.”
Helen's screaming, “All right, all right! Give it a chance!”
And I'm sick of her—my sister, as I thought of her. I was always on her side against

Howard's dominating ways. I'll just leave out the rest of her, excuse my French, fucking
interruptions. I was recording history, didn't she understand. History. A way out of my
poverty.

“The goddamn unknown graveyard of a hundred and fifty thousand that I know of,”
Howard said. “I don't want that sonofabitch Walt Disney and . . . and not one word of my
goddamn story will ever be Walt Disney. And no studio, Dick, I mean this to the bottom of
my heart.  No goddamn rights will ever be released on that book. None. Unless, goddammit,
you and I, together, not apart, totally, totally, goddammit, control it. And no asshole [is] ever
gonna print [make a movie] something [like] Apocalypse Now off my book. No, no, no. I'd
rather be— I'd rather starve to death and watch the book die in the [unintelligible].

“Your story needs help,” Helen said. I think that was what she said. Okay, so I needed  her
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to continue here.
“We're talking about money, goddammit it,” Howard wearily.
“I don't care,” Helen said.
“And I—“ Howard tried to say.

 “Your story will be money,” Helen said. “Not this garbage that's been [unintelligible] for
years.”

I said, “The book is gonna be, uh, uh, unabridged, that's for damn sure. It's gonna be the
truth just as you say. The movie is what we gotta contain our control over. But the movie will
be—“

“That's what I'm talking about,” Howard said, exhausted, tired of the whole damn subject.
“The truth will set you free,” Helen said, her spirit rising to new heights. I'd never seen her

like this; usually she was no more than a doormat. “You're telling the truth. Dick is accepting
your truth. All right. Give it a chance.”

“Don't give me a goddamn lecture,” Howard said. “I'm talking about . . . I know what
they're gonna do. I know what they're gonna try to do,” he said, carefully spacing each word
for emphasize.

A bunch of mumble grumble on the tape.
Then I heard myself say, “Howard, it's gonna be your word. Your dialogue. In that movie.

It's gonna be your words. Your thoughts.”
“Well, right now I'm a little down on movies,” Howard said. “I wanna see the goddamn

book. Dick, I've got a complex and you gotta live with me and my goddamn complex.” He
looked at Helen.  “If I can tell you without interruptions.” She clamped her mouth shut all of a
few seconds. “I— You write the book. You write the goddamn book and piss on the movie.
Okay. That's what I'm trying to tell you. Fuck the movie. You write the story. The story is
true. The movie is . . . [Damn. I couldn't catch the rest of it.] Just write the story.  And when
you get through with that goddamn story, we'll talk about a goddamn movie. That's all I'm
saying.”

“The book will be on the shelves forever, but the movie will pass away,” I said brightly.
“That's what I've been saying for two years,” Howard mumbled over Helen's mumbles. “A

good book never dies.”
“That's right,” I said.
“I wanna see a— Before I die I wanna see a movie made out of this book. I don't want the

book written from the goddamn movie. No, write the book. And if you can make a movie
from the book, fine. But don't write that movie and put it in book form. No. That's what
Apocalypse Now is. That's what a piece of shit is in my estimation. And if that thrilled
America for six years, or for however long it ran, I'll, I'll bypass my goddamn proceeds from
the sonofabitch.  I—I  don't wanna be a  part of it. I don't need the goddamn money. I'd like to
have it. You goddamn right. I could do a lot of things with the money. But I refuse, totally
refuse, to have some goddamn song and dance sonofabitch off of Broadway, New York, that
graduated to Hollywood twist and goddamn fantasize the truth into a goddamn bestseller
movie.  No. Fuck the movie. Fuck the money. Fuck the whole thing. No. No. Ut-uh.”

We're finally back at Howard's mobile home.
    The tape went on for another five or six minutes before it ended. All this time Howard and
Helen are fusing at each other while he's trying to open the front door. It was stuck solid. I
had to slip in the back window and open the door for them again. I loved listening to the tape,
but I wasn't going to copy everything down. I'd be bored out of my skull. And so would you.
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One thing I could never bring up with Howard was the HEART OF DARKNESS RIVER
TOURS brochures that were floating around the area before I ever got here.

Are you tired of conventional, tranquil river trips where constant harping by the teetotaling, pinko
      hippie guides about “delicate ecology, balance of nature” and “unspoiled wilderness” keeps a real
      man like you yawning in boredom? . . .

     Head guide Marlon Kurtz got his river experience in Vietnam & Cambodia.  Besides being our 
ordinance officer, he has a knack for spotting anything that moves . . . Zipilote, our “maestro

  manservant” is good at retrieving downed quarry . . . Also along for the fun is Big Joe Conrad.
    Write: H.D.R.T.  Box 64. Terlingua, TX 79852
    JSC Enterprises, a division of RAMJAC Corp.  Phone 915 371 9294

“Zipilote”, in reality, is Francis Ford Coppola's production company, which I sent my stuff
off to once. Never got an answer. Long story there.
 A caricature of Marlon Brando on a gun boat brandishing a rifle graced the front cover of
the two-page black-and-white brochure. Someone told me that Howard, unknowingly, had
posed as head guide “Marlon Kurtz” for the promo film. It was too bizarre, too preposterous
to even bring up: Howard portraying Marlon Brando who was portraying Colonel Kurtz,
which meant, in reality, Howard was portraying himself. Anyway, I wasn't about to face
Howard's blank stare and him saying, “And your point?”

If I tried, I could  probably track down a copy of that promo film. To what end, though? A
matter of curiosity is all.

[Now thirty-four years later in 2015 it comes to me. That promo film with Howard in it would
be priceless. What was I thinking then? . . . I've tried to locate the film, but so far haven't got
anywhere.]


